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Wealth
The sources afford us an idea not only of the international
character of the firm of Abu Sa'd, but also of their extra-
ordinary wealth, obviously due to profits from dealings in
money, gems, etc. What their margin of profit or percentage
of loss may have been we do not know, but the final result
was such riches that the sources seem unable to praise them
too highly.
Nasir-i-Khosrau, during his sojourn in Cairo in the years
1047-8, heard so much about Abu Sa'd's wealth that he
writes : " He is exceedingly rich. God alone knows how great
his fortune is," and adds the following illustration : "It
is said that 300 silver vases stood on the verandah of his house,
each with a tree planted in it. The great number of these
trees, all of them laden with fruit, lent to his verandah the
appearance of a garden." x
Another report on the riches of the Banu Sahl is cited from
jf*U-oJl L_>ll5 2 by Maqrizd. In two different passages there
is a description of a gift 3 presented by Abu Saed to the Caliph's
mother in the year 1044 (436) on the occasion of his being
appointed to a new oflS.ce. The gift in question was a silver
ship which actually became a legend and was simply called
^J^c-.* The Arabic sources are enthusiastic in its
praise. Abu Sacd is said to have spent 2,400 dinars on it
alone, whilst tapestries, gilding, and the work in silver cost
over 130,000 silver dirhams. The memory of the donor had
1	Nasir-i-IZhosrau, pp. 55—6.   I"or a similar description cf. Afttqrizi, i, 479,
and i, 424.
2	Tbe author of this work -was mainly interested in the treasures and
valuables of the Patimids, and is frequently cited by Qalqashandi and
Maqrizi.   Cf, C. H. Becker, JSetirdge, i, 21.
* Maqnzi, i, 475, 51 ; cf. ibid., p. 416 ; the divergences in details between
the texts are irrelevant for our purpose. Cf. further P. Wnestenfeld, <3eac&.
d. Friimidenckalifen, 23O; Lane-Poole, p. 148.
4 This word occurs frequently in Maqrizi ; de Sacy, Ckrestk. Arabe?
ii» 114, note 52, explains it as " une espece de barque employee sur le Nil **.
Cf. Dozy,

